SOMETHING BIG IS HAPPENING
ON THE 2ND FLOOR!

WHAT?
Over the next six months, the nonfiction book area will be getting a makeover!

WHY?
We heard what you have been telling us– the Dewey Decimal System is not user friendly! We want you to be able to browse the shelves and find what you are looking for all in one place.

WHERE?
The nonfiction section. We will be reorganizing the books using plain English on the labels and color coding sections to make finding items easier. No more pointless long numbers and meaningless letters.

WILL THE BOOKS BE AVAILABLE DURING THE PROJECT?
YES!!! As we change each shelf, we will have the books at the desk on a cart; but they will be available. Ask for help finding anything—we are happy to answer your questions.

WE WANT YOUR OPINION!
We will be asking for your thoughts over the next few months! Check back at the table near the elevator and answer questions to let us know how we can make your library experience even better!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO CUMBERLANDLIBRARY.ORG/ADULTS